Nondominant Arm Advantages in Load Compensation During Rapid Elbow Joint Movements
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INTRODUCTION

The explanation for hemispheric asymmetries defining handedness has been proposed by two hypotheses. The Open/Closed-loop hypothesis has emerged from studies comparing dominant and nondominant arm performance in healthy adults (Annett et al. 1979; Carson 1993; Elliott et al. 2001) and has been supported by studies examining the ipsilesional arm in unilaterally brain damaged patients (Haaland and Delaney 1981; Haaland and Harrington 1989a,b, 1996). The term, “closed-loop” refers to mechanisms that are mediated by sensory feedback, whereas “open-loop” refers to mechanisms, which for any given movement, are not affected by sensory feedback. However, open-loop mechanisms may be influenced through the feedforward use of sensory information obtained during previous movements. Many studies examining the open/closed loop hypothesis in healthy adults have focused on asymmetries in the use of visual feedback. However, a number of studies that have specifically examined manual asymmetries under varied feedback conditions have failed to reveal a dependence on visual feedback (Carson et al. 1990, 1992, 1993; Roy and Elliot 1986). An alternative hypothesis of motor lateralization has recently been proposed by Sainburg (2002): the dynamic dominance hypothesis suggests that the dominant hemisphere/limb system is specialized for controlling limb and task dynamics, whereas the nondominant arm system appears specialized for controlling limb position, or posture. The dynamic dominance and the open/closed loop hypotheses of motor lateralization can be considered, to some degree, to be convergent. This is because previous research has indicated that control of intersegmental dynamics is largely dependent on anticipatory control mechanisms, which, for any given trial, are mediated by “open-loop” mechanisms (Sainburg et al. 1995, 1999; Schneider et al. 1989). Previous research has also revealed a possible superiority of nondominant arm control for final position accuracy, when visual feedback is not available during movement (Bagesteiro and Sainburg 2002; Sainburg 2002; Sainburg and Wang 2002). Because accuracy in final position is largely related to events occurring in the latter phase of motion, when feedback mechanisms become available, these findings may be associated with an advantage for somatosen-
dominant arm superiority for feedback mediated regulation of final limb posture. Nevertheless, the role of feedforward and feedback processes in limb coordination asymmetries remains poorly understood.

Previous studies have examined the effects of sensory feedback on asymmetries in limb performance by using Fitts tapping paradigms (Fitts 1966, 1992; Fitts and Radford 1966), in which performance on rapid, low precision aiming is thought to reflect predominantly open-loop mechanisms. By contrast, high precision, slower movements, are associated with closed-loop mechanisms. Some of these studies have demonstrated dominant arm advantages for the “closed-loop” tasks (Elliott et al. 1994, 1995; Flowers 1975; Roy et al. 1994; Todor and Cisneros 1985), but others have failed to reveal such advantages (Carson et al. 1990, 1992; Roy and Elliott 1986). In fact, some authors have proposed a nondominant arm/hemisphere advantage for open-loop mechanisms, based on advantages in reaction time tasks (Carson et al. 1990; Elliott et al. 1993). Regardless of such conflicts, studies examining deficits after unilateral brain damage in the arm ipsilateral to the lesion have provided substantial support for the open/closed-loop hypothesis of hemispheric control (Haaland and Delaney 1981; Haaland and Harrington 1989a,b 1996; Harrington and Haaland 1997; Prestopnik et al. 2002, 2003; Wyke 1967). Various studies (Haaland and Harrington 1989b, 1996; Harrington and Haaland 1997; Prestopnik et al. 2003) have shown that dominant hemisphere lesions produce deficits in the initial, ballistic component of rapid aimed movements. By contrast, in tasks with higher precision requirements, patients with nondominant lesions show deficits in the final decelerative phase of motion, thought to reflect feedback mediated processes (Haaland and Delaney 1981; Haaland and Harrington 1989a; Prestopnik et al. 2002, 2003; Weinse and Pohl 1995). However, in a recent attempt to test hemispheric contributions of visually mediated error correction mechanisms, Haaland et al. (Harrington and Haaland 1997; Prestopnik et al. 2003) provided evidence that the closed-loop advantage of the nondominant hemisphere does not vary with visual feedback conditions. This leaves open the question of whether somatosensory based feedback mechanisms show asymmetries between the dominant and nondominant limb/hemisphere systems.

In previous studies, compensations for unexpected loads applied during rapid targeted movements occurred approximately 100 ms following movement onset (Forget and Lamarre 1987; Gottlieb 1993, 1996; Latash 1994; Pfann et al. 1998; Shapiro et al. 2002). These responses are thought to be implemented through segmental circuits. We now examined interlimb differences in such load compensation responses. Subjects made repeated single joint elbow flexion movements with both a speed constraint and a spatial target. On random trials, a 2-kg mass was rigidly attached to the forearm splint. Movements were performed in a virtual reality environment, in which hand position was only available to position the limb at the start position, and vision of the arm, hand, or mass condition was never available. The unpredictability of the mass condition allowed us to investigate feedback based correction mechanisms. We were able to test interlimb advantages and/or asymmetries in load compensation, thus extending our understanding of the control mechanisms that define handedness.

METHODS
Subjects

Twelve neurologically intact right-handed adults (6 males and 6 females) aged 21–33 yr old, performed fast point-to-point single joint elbow flexion movements. Only right-handers were recruited; handedness was determined using a 12-item version of the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield 1971). The subjects gave informed consent prior to participation, which was approved by the Office of Regulatory Compliance of the Penn State University. Each subject performed two 80-trial experimental sessions (one with each arm). Six subjects performed with their left arm first (LR group) and the other six with their right arm first (RL group).

Experimental Setup

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup. Subjects sat facing a projection screen with either the right or left arm supported over a horizontal table top, positioned just below shoulder height (adjusted to subjects’ comfort), by an air-jet system, which reduces the effects of gravity and friction. A cursor representing finger position, a start circle, and a target were projected on a horizontal back-projection screen positioned above the arm. A mirror, positioned parallel and below this screen, reflected the visual display, so as to give the illusion that the display was in the same horizontal plane as the fingertip. Calibration of the display assured that this projection was veridical. All joints distal to the elbow were immobilized using an adjustable brace. This virtual reality environment assured that subjects had no visual feedback of their arm, or the mass condition during an experimental session. Movements of the trunk and scapula were restricted using a butterfly-shaped chest restraint. Position and orientation of the segments proximal and distal of the elbow joint were sampled using a Flock of birds (FoB) (Ascension-Technology) magnetic six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) movement recording system. A single sensor was attached to the upper arm segment via an adjustable plastic cuff, while another sensor was fixed to the air sled where the forearm was fitted. The sensors were positioned approximately at the center of each arm segment. The position of the following three bony landmarks was digitized using a stylus that was rigidly attached to a FoB sensor: 1) index finger tip; 2) the lateral epicondyle of the humerus; and 3) the acromion, directly posterior to the acromio-clavicular joint. These positions relative to the sensors attached to each arm segment thus remained constant throughout the experimental session. As sensor data were received from the FoB, the position of these landmarks was computed by our custom software yielding the three-dimensional (3D) position of the index finger tip. Because the table surface defined our X-Y plane, perpendicular axis displacement was constant. We, thus used the recorded X-Y coordinates of the finger tip to project a cursor onto the screen. Screen redrawing occurred fast enough to maintain the cursor centered on the fingertip throughout the sampled arm movements. During the experiment, the light was turned off, such that subjects were unable to view their arm. A vertical rod was mounted on the transverse piece of the air-sled allowing the attachment of a 2-kg mass placed 20 cm lateral to the forearm. The air-sled arrangement prevented somatosensory information about the mass through gravitational or frictional effects. In addition, subjects’ view of the arm and mass was blocked prior to the session. Mechanical cues about the mass were limited by providing sham mass trials in which any signal related to the mass application was reproduced by the experimenter.

Digital data were collected at 103 Hz using a Macintosh computer, which controlled the sensors through separated serial ports, and were stored on disk for further analysis. Custom computer algorithms for experiment control and data analysis were written in REAL BASIC (REAL Software), C, and IgorPro (WaveMetrics). EMG activity was
recorded from four representative muscles of the elbow joint: biceps brachii, brachioradialis (elbow flexors), long head of triceps brachii, and anconeus (elbow extensors). EMG was recorded with active, bipolar stainless steel surface electrodes (Liberty Mutual MY0111) with a band-pass of 45–550 Hz. The electrode contacts were 3 mm diameter and spaced 13 mm apart. The EMG signals were digitized at 1 kHz using a Macintosh computer equipped with an A/D board (National Instruments PCI-MIO-16XE-50). The EMG signals were full-wave rectified and bin integrated every 10 ms, thereby allowing direct comparison with the kinematic data.
Experimental task

Throughout the experiment, the index finger position was displayed in real-time as a screen cursor. The shoulder-elbow angle (angle formed between upper arm and forearm) established the start and end locations, which were 120° and 100°, respectively. The upper arm was immobilized by a brace. Movements of the arm were thus restricted to the elbow joint. Subjects were to hold the cursor within the starting circle for 2 s to initiate each trial. They were instructed to mo...
nant arm group subjects (*right column*). The effect of the load in reducing elbow acceleration is reflected by the reduced slope of the velocity profiles of loaded trials during the first 100 ms of movement, which is emphasized by the time-expanded insets of Fig. 2B. This reduction in movement speed was reflected by a distinct reduction in slope of the displacement profiles of loaded compared with unloaded trials in Fig. 2A (total elbow displacement is shown as measured at movement end). The velocity profiles for loaded trials showed reduced peak amplitude (Fig. 2B), but appear similar in shape to that of unloaded trials through the peak in velocity. However, in the extensor acceleration (flexor deceleration) phase of motion, the loaded trials show a distinct prolongation of the flexor velocity phase of motion, such that the return to zero velocity is delayed beyond that of baseline trials. This corrective increase in flexor velocity duration is depicted as the time between the arrows in Fig. 2B, indicating the zero crossing of baseline and loaded trials, respectively. This prolongation of flexor motion appears to compensate the unexpected increase in inertia, allowing the elbow to flex near, or beyond that of baseline motion.

Whereas both dominant and nondominant arms show a distinct corrective increase in flexor velocity, the correction is more effective in achieving baseline final position for the nondominant arm. In contrast, dominant arm flexor velocity is more prolonged, resulting in overshoot of baseline final position. This is evident by the fact that the nondominant arm displacement profiles of Fig. 2A converge at the end of movement, whereas those for the dominant arm do not.

Figure 3 demonstrates that these findings were consistent across all subjects and trials. Under baseline conditions, both dominant and nondominant arm groups made movements of similar amplitude (Fig. 3A) and peak velocity (Fig. 3C). Measures of baseline elbow displacement and velocity were not significantly different for dominant and nondominant arm groups. Table 2 indicates a main effect for load in reducing elbow velocity, but no difference in this effect between the hands and interaction between hand and load conditions. This indicates that the initial effect of the load in reducing peak velocity was the same for both arms (Fig. 3D; $P = 0.9898$). This is most obvious in Fig. 3C ($P = 0.0001$), which shows the mean difference in peak velocities between baseline and loaded trials, for each arm. However, following peak velocity, the response to the load was implemented differently by dominant and nondominant arms. This is reflected in Tables 3 and 4, which show main effects of our two-way ANOVA for total elbow displacement and for the time of the cross zero in elbow velocity. Both analyses indicate main effects for load, as well as, an interaction between the hand and load factors. For the nondominant arm, the loaded trials showed similar accuracy to that of baseline trials ($P = 0.5688$; Fig. 3A, left). However, for the dominant arm, the loaded trials showed substantial overshoot in final position, relative to that of baseline ($P < 0.0001$; Fig. 3A, right). As a result, the difference in displacement between loaded and baseline trials, shown in Fig. 2A, was almost three times greater for the dominant arm ($P = 0.0495$; Fig. 3B).

As depicted by the bar plots of Fig. 3E, the zero crossing of elbow velocity, from flexion to extension, was significantly delayed, relative to that of baseline, for both groups (dominant and nondominant $P < 0.0001$). Figure 3F ($P = 0.0329$) shows the average difference in this zero crossing between loaded and baseline trials. This elbow velocity zero crossing was substantially more prolonged for the dominant arm, which resulted in the overshoot discussed above.

Electromyographic analysis

We next examined the electromyographic activity underlying the interlimb differences in kinematic responses to load described above. For averaging, we synchronized the normalized EMG profiles to the peak in tangential hand acceleration ($A_{\text{max}}$). This critical value occurred, on average, 50 ms (SE $= 3.5$ ms) following movement onset.

**Nondominant arm.** All four muscles showed no significant difference in activity for both loaded and baseline trials, prior to $A_{\text{max}}$ (0 on x axis). Following $A_{\text{max}}$ (within 100 ms), both flexors (biceps and brachioradialis) show similar activities for baseline and loaded trials. However, both extensor muscles (triceps and anconeus) show a distinct reduction in burst amplitude. It is this reduction in extensor activity that produced the prolonged flexor velocity, corresponding to the load compensation, described above.

**Dominant arm.** Prior to $A_{\text{max}}$, little difference between loaded and baseline trials was shown by the dominant arm muscle activity. Following $A_{\text{max}}$, a slight reduction in extensor muscle activity was evident. However, in contrast to the nondominant arm, a substantial increase in flexor muscle activity (biceps and brachioradialis) was reflected by an early second agonist burst in the EMG of loaded trials, as displayed in Fig. 4B. This resulted in the substantial prolongation of the flexor velocity phase of motion that corresponded to the overshoot of the dominant arm during loaded trials.

The plots of Fig. 4, A and B, were characteristic of all subjects’ performance, as quantified in Fig. 5. EMG impulse (area under the curve) is shown for the 100 ms preceding, and following $A_{\text{max}}$, for nondominant arm and dominant arm groups. For all four muscles and both arms, no significant difference in muscle activity occurred for the period prior to $A_{\text{max}}$. This finding is consistent with the unpredictability of the load conditions. Following $A_{\text{max}}$, the dominant arm showed a significant increase in biceps EMG impulse ($P = 0.0240$; Fig. 5A, right), representing a near 60% increase in muscle activation. This corresponds to the distinct bursts shown in Fig. 4B. Whereas the nondominant arm showed an increase in flexor muscle activity, these increases were not significant. In terms of extensor activity, both arms showed a trend to decrease triceps activity following $A_{\text{max}}$, although this was not significant. Consistent with the examples of Fig. 4, A and B, all loaded trials showed a substantial decrease in anconeus EMG impulse following $A_{\text{max}}$ compared with baseline trials (nondominant arm: $P = 0.0494$, Fig. 5D; dominant arm: $P = 0.0302$, Fig. 5D). For the nondominant arm, this alone gave rise to the load compensating increase in flexor velocity described above. For the dominant arm, this decrease in extensor activity combined with the large increase in biceps activity produced excessive flexor acceleration and resulted in the overshoot of flexor displacement quantified in Fig. 3B.
A  Elbow Displacement (Normalized to Baseline)

B  Elbow Velocity (Normalized to Baseline)
DISCUSSION

This study examined interlimb differences in load compensation responses, measured through kinematic and EMG recordings during horizontal plane single-joint elbow flexion. The results indicate that interlimb differences in control are not limited to predictive mechanisms, but include proprioceptive feedback mediated responses. Subjects made repetitive 20° elbow flexion movements that were targeted in both velocity and amplitude. On random trials, a 2-kg mass was attached to the arm splint prior to the “go” signal. The unpredictability of mass occurrence was facilitated by having the arm and the mass supported on a horizontally oriented air-sled system. This removed somatosensory information about the mass through gravitational or frictional effects. In addition, subjects’ view of

**Results from statistical analysis are significant.**


![Four representative profiles from the nondominant (left column) and dominant (right column) arm groups. The insets depict sample trials that contributed to the averaged profiles. Data were synchronized to peak tangential finger acceleration and averaged across all 5 loaded trials and the 5 baseline trials that directly preceded each loaded trial. A: averaged elbow displacement. B: averaged elbow velocity. Data normalized to the average amplitude of the baseline trials. Loaded trials (——); baseline trials (— —).](image2)
TABLE 2. ANOVA: peak elbow velocity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.4453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60.134</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand × Load</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.8553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4. ANOVA: time zero cross: elbow velocity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.504</td>
<td>0.1163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>174.839</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand × Load</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.590</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nondominant arm specialization for closed loop processes

The idea that the nondominant arm is specialized for feedback mediated error correction mechanisms has previously been proposed, yet the effects of sensory feedback on dominant and nondominant arm performance have yielded conflicting results (Carson et al. 1990, 1992; Elliott et al. 1994, 1995; Flowers 1975; Roy and Elliott 1986; Roy et al. 1994; Todor and Cisneros 1985). Many studies have attempted to differentiate dominant and nondominant control according to open or closed loop processes, usually through control of visual feedback conditions. However, little evidence has emerged to support the idea that the left and right arm controllers show differences in the efficiency with which visual feedback is utilized (Carson et al. 1990, 1992, 1993; Roy and Elliott 1986, 1989). Whereas a number of authors have proposed a dominant arm/hemisphere advantage for movement planning, initiation, or sequencing (Annett et al. 1979; Carson et al. 1995; Todor and Kyprie 1980; Todor and Smiley-Oyen 1987), others have suggested a nondominant arm/hemisphere advantage for movement preparation based on left hand advantages in reaction time (Carson et al. 1990; Elliott et al. 1993). Thus the idea of differentiating dominant and nondominant arm control by open-loop or closed-loop control mechanisms alone remains controversial.

Studies in unilateral brain damaged patients have provided consistent and strong evidence to support an open/closed-loop hypothesis of hemispheric control. Haaland and colleagues (Haaland and Delaney 1981; Haaland and Harrington 1989a,b, 1996; Harrington and Haaland 1997; Prestopnik et al. 2002, 2003; Wyke 1967) have used perceptual motor tasks, which require rapid reciprocal tapping between two targets that vary in size and/or target distance to examine movement deficits in the ipsilesional arm of stroke patients. These experiments have used horizontal movement in the ipsilesional hemispace with the ipsilesional arm in the stroke patients (e.g., right hemispace and arm for patients with right hemisphere damage) to rule out the confounding effects of motor weakness, visual field cuts, and visual neglect. Dominant hemisphere lesions produced deficits in the initial, ballistic component of reaching, but not in the secondary slower component (Haaland and Harrington 1989b, 1996; Harrington and Haaland 1997; Prestopnik et al. 2003). Patients with nondominant hemisphere lesions showed no deficits in this task. However, when the precision requirements of the task were increased, patients with nondominant lesions showed deficits in final position accuracy (Haaland and Delaney 1981; Haaland and Harrington 1989a; Prestopnik et al. 2002, 2003). These results suggested that the dominant hemisphere is important for controlling rapid, ballistic movements that are more dependent on planning (open-loop), and the nondominant hemisphere is more important for the slower movement component that is more responsible for response modification (closed-loop). Consistent with these findings, Winstein and Pohl (1993) showed that nondominant lesions
produced slowing of the deceleration phase of motion, whereas, dominant lesions produced slowing of the initial, acceleration phase of motion. Our current results extend these findings to indicate that nondominant advantages for closed-loop control are, at least partially, mediated through somatosensory feedback based mechanisms.

Our findings provide evidence for nondominant arm advantages in somatosensory based load compensation responses. We demonstrate a nondominant arm advantage that appears consistent with the idea that segmental servo-mechanisms are better adapted for regulation of limb position. This may explain previous findings showing nondominant arm advantages in final position accuracy (Bagsteiro and Sainburg 2002; Sainburg and Kalakanis 2000; Sainburg and Wang 2002; Wang and Sainburg 2003). However, nondominant arm advantages for load compensation appears at odds with our previous hypothesis that the dominant arm/hemisphere system is best adapted for control of limb dynamics. The current findings, thus provide a convergence between the dynamic dominance and the open/closed-loop hypotheses of hemispheric specialization: closed-loop specialization of the nondominant arm/hemisphere system includes somatosensory mediated mechanisms that serve to control final limb position. Moreover, we now suggest that open-loop specialization of the dominant limb/hemisphere system is limited to feedforward specification of task dynamics (Sainburg 2002). Further research is necessary to examine whether the nondominant arm advantages in the current study are limited to load compensation, or whether they also occur in response to other somatosensory stimuli.
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